“Pathway Modulator” – Novel Productivity-Boosting
Technology
“Pathway Modulator Technology”: A permanent
modifier of animal cell lines for substantially
improved protein yields.
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Figure 1: ProBioGen’s modulator targets several host
cell and transgene-related pathways.
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ProBioGen uses a mutant of the murine CDC42 to
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ProBioGen has shown that adjusted expression of
the CDC42 mutant repeatedly enhances cell specific
productivities and also boosts the titers for several
different glycoproteins. The technology is highly
flexible: Substantial yield improvement has been
demonstrated

for

both

CHO

DG44

and

K1

derivatives. The modulator is effective regardless of
its route of application: Cell line development
starting

from

a

CDC42

pre-modified

host,

engineering of an existing producer clone with the
modulator transgene and co-transfection of the
target product and the modulator gene into a blank

Figure 2: Application of the Pathway Modulator
Technology

resulted

in

1.5

to

2.6-fold

yield

enhancement for several glycoproteins.

starter cell all result in a yield-enhanced final
producer clone.

Advantages of ProBioGen’s “Pathway Modulator Technology”:


Targets several potential bottlenecks at once



Requires no culture additives



Rapid & Flexible: applicable to new and pre-existing producer cells



Substantial yield enhancement for monoclonal antibodies,
Fc-fusion proteins or other glycoproteins



Royalty-Free!
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